Erasmus+ got talent
Media project
Aim:
This works well in smaller and bigger groups. This activity gives awareness about
different types of videos, different techniques that can be used for video
realization, different camera shots, camera angles, framing, composition and
storyboarding. All the information that is collected gives new knowledge and
awareness about video shooting and video creation. The aim is to knowledge
participants about diversity of techniques, camera shots and angels, and to
motivate them to try and to make something, by using different methods. The
aim is to open participants mind in the video world, and to create video –
Erasmus+ got talent.

From age of 11 years

At the beginning one big group from 40 until 60 people, later several
groups with 6 until 12 people
First part presentation takes 30 until 45 min, second part Story Board from 45
until 1h30, and the third part from 1h until 3h, depends on the group and number
of the members. Time has to flexible; activity can be finished fast, if someone
has experience with video making. Time depends on the quality of the
Storyboard and the quality of the video that participants want to have.
Activity can be all done in one day, or make it in two parts. At the first day: the
video presentation and work on the storyboard. Second day: story board
finalization and video shooting. Video editing comes the last one that can be
done during other activities because the whole group doesn’t have to be there
for editing.

Materials:













Video projector,
Video presentation and materials (paper sheets with camera shoots,
angles and camera movement examples)
Computer,
Speakers,
Several cameras or tablets with what to shoot the videos, for each group
one,
Different masks, attributes, for making decorations and to get into the
role,
Enough place where to shoot videos, big rooms that groups can be
separated from each other,
Tables, chairs and so on,
Erasmus+ got talent intro, (search in the tool box materials)
Video editing program,
Music for the videos (search in the tool box)

Step by step description:









First – start with the video presentation about different types of the videos,
camera angles, shoots, framing and the storyboarding, to give
awareness to participants about different methods that they can use for
their video creation. Show different examples; make small discussion, just
to check their knowledge. Explain the information about different
camera shots and angles, why it’s important to have storyboard.
Show example of “British got talent”, and to explain the idea about the
video, that participant, have to make.
Work on the story board game, to help participants, know what they are
going to make, the order and the timing of the each shoot, to have the
whole video 3 min long.
When the storyboard is finished, participants, each group separately
choose the materials that they will need for their video, masks and
decorations. (Make sure that there are enough materials for everyone).
Each group got one camera/tablet for video shooting.
Video shooting: each group works separately. They have to follow their
storyboard and shoot the videos, as it’s on the storyboard. Video length
and order has to match with the storyboard.











When the video shooting is finished, everyone gives back their materials
and cameras, tablets. Gather back to their groups and make sure that
their storyboard is understandable for the video editor.
All video files have to be collected. Some groups finish faster, some
needs more time to finish. When everyone has finished, groups has a
break.
After the break: debrief to evaluate the activity, to know if they had fun,
if the video presentation was useful, did they learn something new and
so on.
Last part: Video editing. For that is not needed the whole group. While all
groups are doing something else, ask two members of the group to come
to edit video with the person who has video editing experience. Like that,
it’s possible to save some time. If the groups are mixed with participants
with different nationalities it’s important, that both participants, who are
going to help with the video editing, are coming from different countries.
(Adding the Erasmus+ got talent intro).
When the videos are ready show all of them together to all groups
together. Voting: after when the all videos have been seen, each
participant has a paper sheet, where he or she can leave the vote. The
best video is announced after voting and gets the cup.

